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relating to funding arrangements responding to loss and damage associated with the adverse
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Participants(name and organization): Multiple Parties including (but not limited to): Antigua,
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Bolivia, New Zealand, US, Canada, EU, Guinea, Norway…

Notes/Summary :

Co-Facilitator

- Expectation to hear beyond general and hear about the timeline ahead of us. More
focused discussion today on timeline on this COP and years ahead

- Expressions of willingness to have significant decision here at this COP, with more work
at the following and two from now

- Includes consideration of role of GD
- Ideas parties might have for work ahead of us, including SB work
- Open the floor to discuss questions presented (what questions?)

Turkey

- l&d is multifaceted
- Reversible and non reversible
- Tech capacity and financial support are both part of the solution
- All developing countries should be eligible

- Flexible arrangements
- Quick response, rapid deployment

- Expand UNFCCC to extend l&d needs
- Rushing on the negotiations could lead to missing info and process critical to providing

support



Antigua

- On behalf of AOSIS
- Point of clarification- get an understanding of the trajectory and roadmap of how many

sessions are left? We need a contact group, not sure how to spend time
- Need clarity on process and modalities in this session, so we can best prepare

Co-Facilitator

- President of COP opened this agenda item, working under that mandate, that is what
we’re developing here

- Will continue next week
- COP/CMA agenda item- expect to have one additional slot tomorrow, 12 PM to 1 PM

South Africa

- Ask to turn off fans behind, too cold

Co-Facilitator

- Noted, we share the same concern. Don’t want anyone to get a cold.
- Go deeper into some of the elements mentioned by some groups

AOSIS

- Want to know question for tomorrow's session
- Want a tangible, substantive outcome for COP27, worried not moving fast enough to

meet it

Co-Facilitator

- We hear the question of where do we take this from here
- We need to move together
- Want to hear from other parties for understanding on way forward

G77 & China (Ecuador)

- Clarifying on the inputs from last session- kinds of paragraphs we’d like to see
- Don’t want to repeat on the specific paragraphs already said
- Acknowledgement of gap, new additional financing
- Asks for response from other parties on these

- Decision to create operating entity
- New mechanism



US

- Have not gone through the details of the 2 questions (??)
- 3 understandings related to the agenda item

- These will need to be reflected in text
- Want to have workplan on finance for l&d at COP 27

- Requesting SB to implement and report on the workplan to COP28 and COP29
- Decision in 2024
- Want to still adopt a decision at COP 29/CMA6
- Second question: Role of GD. Under the next sessions of the Glasgow Dialogue

1. Step back, first need to consider scope of concerns to “avert, minimize, address”
- Growing need for humanitarian aid
- Non-economic losses
- Human health
- Barriers to access to fin
- Insufficient climate data, slow onset events

2. Look at current landscape of global and regional funding
3. Identify types of gaps

- Availability, access, speed, efficiency, delivery of support
4. Priority gaps
5. What is most effective way to bridge gaps
6. Potential sources of funding

- Glasgow Dialogues need to include
- Additional modalities
- Minimum threshold
- Report of each session
- Tech paper on current inst and gaps
- Need 2 additional workshops outside of the Glasgow Dialogues per year
- Want submissions from institutions outside UNFCCC on how they would increase

access and scope to finance (including the barriers they may face and how to
address them)

- Request the SBI to report annually on work program to COP, with a view to a draft
decision at COP29.

AOSIS

- Wants clarity on 3 presidency understandings- what US means

(Secretariat makes announcement that everyone sitting on the floor must leave for security
reasons)



Canada

- Redesign GD to deliver concrete outcome
- To build this redesign…

- Parties could recommend teams for subsequent Glasgow Dialogues
- Increase understanding, action, and support

(got interrupted, missed some points)
- Define the role of financial institutions and MDB
- Reflect on role of UNFCCC and Paris agreement
- Form: regional meetings workshop, or lean tech committee and report to parties

with recommendations
- Timeline:

- launch updated Glasgow Dialogues at this COP
- COP 28 - consider the advancements and correct course
- COP 29 - form recommendation based on Glasgow Dialogues and pass a

decision on financial arrangements
- SBs should play role in GD reform
- Need lots of input from experts, rushing this could create the wrong mechanism
- We are already at Friday but haven't advanced to the technical level

- When and how can we advance the technical work

Co-Facilitor

- We intend to go deeper - this today conversation is important to creating a timeline on
which we can base technical considerations

US

- Clarification of an understanding of (??)
- Simply recalling the text of the understandings at the top of the (COP??) decision

EU

- Civil society activists are the reason for this topic and attention
- Asked for overflow rooms for observers
- Sees a shared understanding of urgency
- Want everyone to stay open to all proposals
- Global shield, sec gen call to early warning, IMF resiliency fund, Santiago
- Want other mechanisms to “feed back findings and lessons to inform decisions at COP 28

and 29”



- Foresee tech papers, workshops at country regional and global levels
- Glasgow Dialogues

- Need to ask for and include more submissions by parties and stakeholders (youth,
indigenous, civil society) which could include…

- Tech papers
- Workshops at all levels
- Provide recs for COP

- Use the Action and Support Expert Group’s technical paper
- Notes 5 yr rolling WP
- Year 1 (following this COP)

- Conduct gap analysis- identifying and honing on gaps
- With this understanding, go into discussion about: rapid response finance,

debt relief, climate impacts
- Invite submissions from all stakeholders
- Could expand the discussion, understanding and finance by themes

- regional/context specific approach- Different funding arrangements for
different contexts

- Granularity
- Need to map l&d (scale, scope, ability to reach vulnerable, timeliness, governance

system)
- Innovative sources of finance should be explored and considered

- Could utilize the high level panel of experts (?? recently created)
- Could make recommendations on concessional finance
- Should report to spring meetings (Glasgow Dialogues) –great for

our timeline
- COP 28

- make some decisions
- If clear that finance could be scaled, could make decision
- Further analysis could be done in Year 2 to inform COP 29

(party members are asked to only have one member at the table and to have others at the back)

(mics are not working for some party members)

UK

- Should not wait until 2024 for a substantial decision
- Outcome in 2024 could lead to no outcome at all
- Reference sign doc on COP

- Fit for purpose



- COP 27
- Create a clear process with collective buy-in

- How to create this should also be discussed
- Mandate SBs to discuss this topic too
- Should agree to take on the following topics:

- How to make it fit for purpose
- Bring in vulnerable communities
- Should have adaptation and mitigation co-benefits without taking finance

or support from them
- COP 28

- Write and review a summary report from the year
- Hold a ministerial round table on topic (next year too)

- COP 29
- Significant decision to address l&d

- This entire process and proceedings should be clear at this COP
- Glasgow Dialogues

- Use the experts
- Reports should feed into the process for review

- Use time at SBs to further discuss
- Need 2 more workshops each year to continue discussion

- Need schedule and topics for these discussions
- Meetings should be additional to Glasgow Dialogues

- Want to map current financial resources
- Look at lessons learned from UNFCCC on providing finance in the past

G77

- Calling on so many stakeholders to submit documents contradicts the need for urgency
- Has not previously seen reflections on stakeholder statements in other negotiation

sessions
- Other work programs and technical dialogues are not effective
- We have already been talking about this for a decade
- We need to DO something
- Need to have acknowledgment of gaps - hears many parties agree on this

- Need technical resources to quantify these gaps, we don’t need to do this step
- What we need to ask is what we can do at this level now

- We can make a decision on a fund
- The need is higher than what is reported and mobilized



- A workshop has an impact on the budget
- Not the best way to spend resources

- Want to agree on TORs (??)
- Also look at them next year

- Need an outcome within the process in a couple years
- Need a link between GD and (??)

South Africa

- Don’t feel they have enough time to represent their views
- Only developing countries spoke at first meeting and only developed at the

second, does not see this as an exchange
- Wants to stop the meeting now (already over time)

(got kicked off platform and streaming link expired, unsure if negotiation continued)

(confirmed the session ended)

Follow-up :

Tomorrow (11/12) from 12:00-13:00 (room tbd)

Take Away: The parties are in wide disagreement. Developing countries proposed further
discussions in the form of work programs and additional meetings to the Glasgow
Dialogues. Few developing countries spoke, but G77 is clearly unwilling to discuss
additional work programs and stands firm on the demand for a finance facility from this
COP.


